FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
of the land in which I live, of the family to which I belong,
of the education I received, of the friends I made, of the par-
ticular form taken in my own country by the religion in which
I was brought up. All these give to my life a certain bias
against which I would rebel in vain : " a nationalist is a French-
man who is clearly conscious of what has made him what he
is: nationalism is the acceptance of a certain determinism."x
I must in other words accept those traditions of native land,
class, religion, family, education, let them mould my whole
outlook and under no circumstances endeavour to reject or
even alter them. I must not interfere with the working of
those secret, mysterious forces which have made France what
she is, that have made me just what I am. " My enemies
are those who would transform France according to their own
ideas, whereas I want to preserve France. In this opposition
does nationalism consist." 2 This acceptance of France as she
is is not merely passive; it involves the very positive denial
of all in me or around me that is not purely French, and this
in myself, first of all. I must think as a Frenchman, living here
and now^ and therefore banish the unhealthy Kantist maxim
of so doing that our deed can serve as a universal rule3: not
only must every issue be decided by my conscious mind from
the point of view of the immediate interest of my country, but
I must acquire that French consciousness which will enable
me to do this unconsciously, so as to feel as a Frenchman
ought to feel. In fact, the less I think about political action
the better. "Political life," says Maurras, " must rest for the
greater part on the respect and worship of unconscious habit,
all the stronger and more valuable as they are less felt. It is
almost impious to bring them to consciousness. The great
misfortune of our time is the necessity for every citizen to have
a deliberately formed opinion on the State."
1	Barres, Scenes et Doctrines du Nationalisme, i., p. 10.
2	Ibid., i., p. 36. "L'action bonne pour moi s'est d'abord appelee morale ;
elle s'appelle aujourd'hui tout ummentfraxcaise parce que je suis n£ franc.ais "
(Henri Vaugeois, quoted by Guy-Grand, La Philosophic nationalists, p. n).
3	" Laissez ces grands mots de toujours et d'universel et puisque vous £tes
franc.ais pr£occupez-vous_ d'agir selon Tinteret fransais a cette date " (Barres,
op, tit., p. 37).
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